











An overview of the

Inverse Galois Problem
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Class i nd Inverse Galois problem IGP

Is every finite group a Galois grop ove Q
L

G
Galois finitefieldextension

Hilbert Sn An are Galois groups over Q

Later All p groups are Galois grop ove Q

More gene ay apotent group we go gap one g

construct via towers of fields Q K

Shafarevich 1950s All solvable guys are Galoisgroups Q É
intricate argument canrephrasevia Galoiscoho logy Nsw Kg

For othergroups use Hilbert's Irredaibilititheo e HIT

If 4g
key fly then can specialize Xi's

K x x
ink Y to elements die to get

a GaloisextensionofCh

8 ACY fly
Crept Xi by di in f y



L KED KEY Y XIExod
g

G tis

If we replace x by a non squiredE Q

get C Galois fieldextensionGf
So if we can find a G Galoisextensionof Xi Val
then we get a G Galois extension of Q

Howto carry this out

Noethe publen Given a finite group GG Sn
let G act on Z in hypemutation and

take the fixed field E Q Zi in
1 G Galois

extension
F Qui ant

degree n

Is F purelytranscendental over Q
i e Is F E Xi Xd
If so then Hilbert'sIrreducibilityTheorem

G is a Galois group over Q

1st care Ge Su acting on It Zi

Thefield of invariant A lot Fa purely transcendentala
elementarysymmetricpolynomials

So get Sn a a Galois grop ove O again



What about for other groups G

Is Z Inf purely transcendental our Q

Eg Cyclic groups Ca Yes for no 2,3 4,516,7

No f neg enstra Saltman related to the

exceptional caseof Grunwald WangTheoml

First no with n prime no 47 Swan

So can t use this method of invariants
to getall finite groups Q

But can do more with Hilbert Irreducibility the area

I É I.it
na

By HIT IGP QIN IGP Q

How to understand Galois extensions of QIN

F ÉTx Eg EEF
Felix

Suppose Q is algebraically closed in E Asian
then can base change t Q a

EEE a A
still Gali with grop G

Fa d IX E E are ti e lydisjoint Q

E g
C Y y y

ait



In this example have a Galvis extension of

complex function fields corresponding to a

Galois branched cover of complex curves

Y ly it

yet
X P lx line
IG

F t
This is unratified étale away fromfinitelymany points

branch points

Over the Complex metric topology it's a covering

space over 03 with Ci groupofdecktransformations

More generally whenever we have

F ÉTx
s f E is rest on Q i e Q alg closed in E

we get a G Galois branched cover of Pie
t a covering spaceof some U S Po R azo

with G group of deck transformations

Fieldthy Cx alg geom Topology

Can we reverse this process to get Galois groups
over Q x then Q via topology



To do this first need to understand Galois

topological covers of U 5 Po Pn neo

i.e grop C of deck transfunctions cats

simply transitively on the fibers of agivenpoint

universal cover of U

Tilo of
o sup of fire index

G IT Iu N

s p path
Fn free group on n generate

So for a given choice of U 5 Po Pal
the Galois groups of desk transformations

that arise are the finite groups on n generators

So every finite group G arises topologically for some 0

Now want to reverse the above process toget
Galois groups over Q fat and Q

File thy Cx alg geom Topology



To go from topology to complex algebraic geometry
need that every finite covering space
over U 5 Po Pn5 is induced by
an étale cover of U p'd Po R

or equivalently by a branched cover of Pk
with branch locus Po Pa
This is by Riemann's ExistenceTheorem

which follows from Serve's GAGA

Next want to pass from complex algal ai geometry

to field theory

Takingfunctionfields above we sit

Every finite group is a Galoisgroup Q x

ICP Cixi

Now want to descend to Q x

7 40 Ta
QIN

Cixi



Equivalently give
Y
416

unverifiedawayfrom
Po Pu

XP'e
is it induced by a G Glo is cover of P'a

Here y X is gienby polynomial equation Q

as are the automorphisms of Y over X Gelematsof G

Can we choose these polynomials to havecoefficients in Ch

For simplicity assume Po Pa are point of IP GPyg
Then by a theoremof Grothendieck

y X and its automorphism are defined over

Since these polynomials have finitely may coefficients

we get G as a lung last Galois grop of an

extension Ii for some nu bi ti'd Ia field of
definiteof 4 em

For why choicesof K Does Q ok

If Q works then if we Gal Q Gal Ela
t if apply w to all the coefficient of the

defining polynomials of Y IX and its automorphisms

we get back the same Cover and automorphisms



Canwrite
Cove transhmeely a

To understand the action of Gal Q on Covers

Use classification of covers of U S Po Pa

bythe finitequotients of it u ay tant as an D

Vit h finegroups G together with

generatorsgo ga such that go ga l

A technical point there are f pointed covers
becauseof the basepoint of it If we changethe

basepoint from Qey to Q'EY say Q glQ1 gee
then Igo gal is uniformly conjugated by g

S
Y

gyp
a G 9

Kuningansit El
unratified
away fr 9Pa Tn

By a local analysis of covers looking at

complete local rings about the branch points
one gets fo w e Gal Q



If as G go sulk and G G G hot shall

Xia
then GjMj cyclotomic character

conjugal G
i
thengjnhjI e if Olgatry and w 3g 3g

This give a partial formula for Y intermsofY

Butonly partial because we know the ha's only

up to individual conjugacy not up to unite conjugacy

So there is a finite amount of ambiguity indeterini Y

But sometimes it turns out there's a ambiguity

the phenomenon of Edit

Say we have Cis a Intestine
Let Ci c G be the conjugacy class of gieG
Let I Cho shall h oh geneateG Thit hie Ci

I includes all possibledecriptias of Yj
Say Gigo ng or IG t ich

is rigid if all the elements of I are

uniformly conjugate to each other inpartie latogo ngal



Suppose in addition if we write N Gl and

if Ure lnYlg.r gil go gl
then we say G go g is rationallyngid
In this case fo fi on Ggo gut and Y

9 Cih hi

we have ago g ortho shot uniforms

so Y yo

y

So 6119 leaves

g
fine

GI LG

Q is thefield of moduli of the cave

Under some conditions on G es trivial eater or abelian

this implies Ig is defied over Ch
So then G is a Galois group our Qld and so ove Q

Aleut if the G go gal is rigid but notration1

then we still got that egg is defined on 31give
in fait over a comp tell s bfield ofChf

Inpartial get that it's defined over Iab
HIT holds our numberfields and ove Cds
these fields are Ailbe tail so get those

groups as Galoisgroups over those fields



The notion of rigidity was defined in the

early 1980s independently by BelgiMatzotThompson
following related work of Shih and Fried
This notion was the used to realize many
finite simple groups as Galois groups over Q
in fact regularly giving evidence f the

Regula InverseGaloisProblem Rep Q I Q is

every finite group is a regal Calaisgroup a ÉIÉÉ
In particular amongthe 26 sporadic fire single

groups all are Galoisgroups over Q except

possibly the Mathieu grop Mas
Sothe other simpleMathie group Mi Mi MI d o car

and so does the Monster group of order I 8.1053

Many of the other fit simple groups in families

have also been shown to be Galois groups one Q

mostly using rigidity eg P SLI p for mut pi
the rest by another method Zarina

But how to carry out the computations given
the size of the groups
Ans e i by character theory



Namely recall that given conjugacy classes Ca scan C G

I Cho shall h oh geneateG hit hie Ci

Rigidity holds if I consists of a singleuniformconjugacy class

So Z G 1 leg G non abelian Simple

The rigidity I I Gl sinceG catsfreely on E must have

I E E Cho shall Thit hie Ci

So if 121 161 the E E and so haverigidity
Foum la
151 ÉsExaIX's Xiii

Can compete this using the Atlas of Finite Groups

E g forthe monster gro p get ration.lt rigidity
for g g g of orders 2,3 29

Over QE even more groups are know to
be

Galois groups since don'tneed rationality just rigidity

In partial all thesporadic Siple groups och over Q

For more detail MM Vol Ser hooksoninverseGaloistheory



Going further than IGP

What is the structure of Gal Q as a protinitegroup

This group is infinitely generated as a topological

group t if IGP holds then every finite group

is a quotient But this does not deter in Gd IQ

Note A topologically finitely generatedprofile group
Is determinedby the set of its finite quotients
But false for infinitely generated profinitegroups

In fact if IGP holds f allnumber files K
as expected then thegroupsGal K all have

the same set of finite quotients But by a
theorenofNeakirch non isomorphic numberfields K
have non isomorphic absolute Galois groups Gal H
Related to Grothendieck's anabelian conjecture

There is no reasonallet conjecture about the structure

of Gal q in termsof generators and relations

though it is conjecturally isomorphicto GT



But for
at there is

II Shafer via Gol Q Gallo d is isomorphic

to the free profinite group on countably manygenerators

This is open but there is

that Iwasa i5 Gal Q
as

is isomorphic

to the freeprosolvable group on countably manygenerators

How to show that a p finitegroup is free

theft was a A countably generatedprofinite grop M
is free iff every

finitbeddingperblemissolvable

Terminology

aunties
t.it nee.mn

Iagtp
Why an embeddingproblem Becc i of Galoistheory

If P Gal k it asks if ever H Galoisextension

of k embeds in a G Galois extensionof K



August
Whichfinite groups are Galois groups of an extensionK Q
that is ramified only at a given set of primes

Cong Boston Ma ki If G GG can begenitalb

d elements then G Gal Kla for sane K ramified Q

at d p in incl x

Cong DH I C o at U n o if IG is tandy ramifie

just at prime dividing h and maybe 1

G can be generated by E log a t C elements

There are alsopartialresults onwhichfinite groups can
be Galois groups over Q ramified only at p andmaybes

for small p But in general mysterious

What as.it Pove otherfiies
The above suggests

Conjecture Regal Inverse Galois Problem RI Cp
Forevery file k and every finitegroup G there is a

GGaloisextension Kix with k algebraically lose in



As noted above true for K G Q t expect it to hold

fr k a number file and for K Qas

If RIP holes for a filet fieldk thenhour EP f K

RIGP for K a fist field Ig
Ig x is a clogs to a manse hell so expect thistohold

Andshould beeasier than f number fields But sfopen

Weakformknown fit group G In I sad thatG is a

Galois group overbelt f every finite field h s t 1h1 2n

Pop FriedJade UsesWeil bond a XIII
a curve

RIGP for other files Howto generalizeRIGP f e

Hint Q is algebraall closed and complete

theorem D It If K is alges civil closed o if K is a

complete discretely valued file thenR1GP holds for K

So true f Ip Qp hath etc
Alsotruefor Ke frack fo R any complete local domainthat
is not a field es kkx.gl fret hfxyD



Idea of proof
For Ice es KeChp

GwenG want to build a G Galois branched cover ofPdp
Do so totally inthep adictopology 5 f Cocells cyclic
and st the local covers agree onoverlaps

es trivial on overlaps Nowpatchtogether

p adic analytically to getthedesired cover

For this last step can use Grothendieck's

theory of formal Schemes motivatedby w.tk of Zariski
or the theory of rigid analyticspaces begun by Tate

For the algebraically closed Case WantRl CP dik
Let K kt.at case get Rap for k

The equation defining l involveonlyso have I finite many Laurent series

S L Km is induced by
B generic s G Galoisover ACx

Kagefinitelygeneratedh subalgebraof k

So have a G Galois branded cover ofP'a VespamPicking a suitably general h polit of V
and taking the fiber of P'exV ove P
We get a G Galois branched coverof Pth



The above argument used that h is algebraically closed

to get that every smooth h variety with a k point
has infinitely many hpoints

Pop called a file It i that pain
eg alg closed files R Qp Qtr

Get thy Pup RicP holds for largefields

The case of IR was shown much ec lie by
Krull a d Ne kid

What about the stratumof Gal Kla as

a profit group
Case ke Q Galla all is a freep finite group of
un con till rank El Due toDou di
Rough idea Galois extencin of Cl lx

I
Galoisbranched overs ofPla

If bra che at St Pot Pa ithas greater an na

Max'dextensionof it ramified only at S has
Galoisgray free on generates Epi Pn E Q
In limit as S grows getfreeprofilegroup on

all the cleatsof G
10



What about Gal Kla f otheralgclosefiles K
In charp dueto wild ramification the Galoisgroup of the
maximalextension ramifiedgist at a finiteset S is not free

So expect Gal Kai to be a limit of

non free groups in cha p

Nevertheless

Theme D It Pop If K k then Gl Ka is

a free profit group on K1 generators

The proof involves passing to Kath and patching

in the t adic topology to solve embedding

problems to obtain freeness

Here if k is ancountable Iwasawa thendoesn't suffice

Instead use a more general res It

Thegn Melnikov Chatzidakis Let P be a

profinitegroup and on an infinite Cardi al Then

P is free of rank on iff every non trivialfinite

embedding problem fo P has exactly in solutions



For K Ip the above freeness result Says

Gal Fpa is free of countable rank

Since Ip x is the maximal cyclotomic extensionofFp it

a d since Epix is and go to Q this freeness

is analogous to the freemenof Gat Qas Get d

which was conjectured by Shefa evict

So Ca via theabounfreeness res It as a geometric

analog of Shafarevich's conjecture

Also Gal Ipkf is free a wall result of D H

What about Galois groups with prescribed reification
There are just fragmentary result f K Q
somewhat more for Ipa and otherglobal functionfined

But we know more f held with haled

If the Q S Po spa a Q no then as we see

the finite Galois groups over Cal ramifiedjustat S
are the groups on E n generators



More generally if I is a smoothprojective curve Q
of genusgeo and S Po Plc X no then

I II S is free of rank 2g th and so the finite

Galois groups over Q É ramifiedgist at S are the

groups on 2g th generators

If he of character.it O the thesame conclusions

hold Shown by Grothendieck in SCA 1 by
relating k to C and using the result fr Q

What about h t of characteristic p o

Then false

E X P neo Po o U X Po A
There is a non trivial Galois unverified coverof U

given by YP y X Artin Schreier cover

So A is not simply connected in Characteritip

The above coverhas Galois group p
In fact every finite p group is a Galois group ore U

algclone

So what finitegroups should occur one Afn chap
And more generally over U X S in chap

smoothprojection canthe Thi it sit Po Pu
of geneg 20



L unisex
over an algebraically clone field of charp
Let S Po Pic X no Then

The finite group G that are Galois group
of anramified covers of U X S are those

such that every Ifp quotient of G

can be generatedby 2g th elements

I a particle if I p and no it says for U Al
we getthe set of quasipgaps

those with noprimetop quotients
Equivalently those generatu by their p subgroups

the case of A was proven byRayna d using rigidpatching
Thenthe general case by DH by f mil petdins

So we know the finite Galois groups over affine

curves U X S over hit of char p
Butwhat is thestructure of the profile Galoisgroup it u

of themax's extesin ra ified only over S

Difficulty T u is infinitely generated i cha p 20



Get it 10 determine U land in partial deter ish

Just a bit is known

iii
Than Tamageral Let Wo A If IT IT 10

then U Uo as schemas
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